HONORARY AWARD TO MARIS HOTELS

The maris hotels’ dedication, continuity and consistency of quality of offered services has been rewarded once again with the award “Honorary Distinction for Quality by ECO-Q”.

This honorary distinction which has been established by the magazine “ECO-Q”, aspires to becoming an establishment in the quality section. The prizes were awarded to two groups: In the first group, 7 personalities who have shown aggressive activity in the quality section and in the second group twenty Greek industrial and commercial companies and three Cypriot companies for their continuous and prudent activities for a number of years for the quality of services and products for the benefit and service of the citizen-consumer.

TEAV S.A., Maris Hotels were distinguished for their consistency and contribution of quality in the tourism area. Creta Maris was the first hotel in the Mediterranean to acquire ISO 9001 International Quality Certificate.

In the presence of the Parliament President Apostolos Kaklamanis an award ceremony was held on Monday 1\textsuperscript{st} March 1999 in the hall of the Old House of Commons.

The distinction to TEAV S.A., Maris Hotels was awarded to them by the General Secretary of the National Organization of Tourism M. Kyriakidis.
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